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Abstract 

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has 

installed Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors in the muon system during Long 

Shutdown 2 (LS2).  This step is one of the major upgrades for the CMS because of 

increasing the LHC luminosity since GEM detector is capable to work at high fluxes 

of radiation.   As a gas detector, the chosen gas has a strong influence on the detection 

performance and the gain. The currently used gas mixtures in CMS GEM detectors are 

Ar/CO2 (70/30) and Ar/CO2/CF4 (45/15/40). Although the second mixture is faster, but 

CF4 is hazardous and has to be limited. So in search for a replacement to CF4, a 

numerical study on the transport properties of Ar-based ternary gas mixtures presented 

in this work.  As one of the detection requirement is to have a high gain, the gas 

mixtures that show optimal properties used to calculate the gain of single and triple 

GEM with different field configuration. It found that the Ar/CO2/N2 mixture is giving 

a high drift velocity while the Ar/CO2/C5H12 mixture has low diffusion coefficients and 

the highest Townsend coefficient, which results in higher gain in both single and triple 

GEM. Mixing N2 and C5H12 with Ar is giving very low attachment coefficient. 

https://squ.pure.elsevier.com/en/persons/ahmed-dhofar-al-rawas
https://squ.pure.elsevier.com/en/persons/abbasher-gismelseed
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1. Introduction 
 

CMS is one of the main four experiments at LHC [1]. The muon system of CMS 

aims to provide an efficient detection performance of muons produced in the p-p 

collision. To achieve this goal, GEM technology is proposed to fill the vacancy of high 

pseudo-rapidity region (1.6 < η <2.2) [2-5] of the end cap as an upgrade of the muon 

system. This is because GEM has a high rate capability and consequently can operate 

at high radiation environment expected during high luminosity phase of the collider. 

Besides that, it has an excellent spatial resolution in the order of 100 µm and about 5 

ns time resolution [6-7]. 

GEM detector is the latest category in the Micro-Pattern gas detectors and 

introduced for the first time by Fabio Sauli at CERN in 1997 [8]. Since it is a gaseous 

detector, its working principle based on gas ionization. The operational gas must 

include a gas where the ionization process should take place and this is usually a noble 

gas like Ar, Xe and He. A quencher gas like CO2, iC4H10 and CH4 is also required to 

avoid the undesired secondary effects such as field emission. The standard gas mixture 

in GEM detectors used in CMS experiment is Ar/CO2 with 70/30 by volume. Besides 

that, Ar/CO2/CF4 mixture with ratios 45/15/40 has also been used in CMS where it 

shows a fast detection performance due its content of CF4 [9]. Although this mixture is 

convenient for triggering purposes but the recent regulations, demand the use of F-

based gases to ban because they are environmentally hazardous [10]. 

 Therefore, in search for an ecofriendly, fast gas (high drift velocity) that has a 

high gain, this work done. According to [11], pure C5H12 has a good time resolution 

and N2 can increase the drift velocity [12]. For this reason, these two gases are chosen 

in this work initially to add to Ar/CO2 with different proportions and then mixed 

together with Ar. The electron transport properties of gas mixtures Ar/CO2/C5H12, 

Ar/CO2/N2 and Ar/C5H12/N2 presented in this paper. Then, since the field configuration 

is affecting the detector gain [13-15], besides the gas mixture and the GEM geometry 

[16-17], the mixtures of study are used to simulate the gain of single GEM with 

different field configurations and the gain of triple GEM. All results compared to the 

standard GEM gas mixture. Although this study is aimed to GEM detectors, its findings 

can be significant to other gaseous detectors. 

 

2. Transport Gas Properties 
 

GEM detectors, like any other gas detectors, are characterized in terms of gain, 

detection efficiency, energy resolution, spatial resolution and time resolution [18]. The 

electron transport properties in the gas determine these characteristics largely [19-20].  
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For example, the drift velocity of electrons should be high for a good time resolution 

[21]. High longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients on the other hand are 

worsening the spatial resolution and lowering the gain. Furthermore, it is important to 

have low attachment coefficient for a good energy resolution. Finally, the gas gain is 

determined by Townsend coefficient [22]. 

 

3. Single and triple GEM detector models 
 

The typical GEM foil consists of 70 µm thick Kapton cladded on both sides 

with 5 µm of copper. The foil is pierced with high density of bi-conical holes organized 

in a hexagonal pattern, separated by 140-µm pitch and have outer/inner diameters of 

70/50 µm respectively [23]. The foil is placed between two planes called drift and 

induction (or readout) planes that are separated by gaps filled with gas. Such structure 

is called single GEM. A voltage is applied to the copper electrodes, making a large 

electric field inside the holes (70 kV/cm). If a charged particle enters the gas medium, 

it ionizes the gas molecules and the resulted electrons are guided to the hole where they 

are accelerated due to the very intensive electric field, making further ionization and 

create an avalanche. If one or more GEM layers are placed after the first one, the result 

will be higher gain of electrons as more stages of multiplication exist. A triple GEM 

structure in which three GEM layers are placed between the drift and induction planes. 

The gaps between two consecutive layers are called transfer gaps. Table 1 shows the 

gap sizes, typical voltage values, and electric field values for the triple GE1/1 detector 

at CMS when the nominal potential of 3200 V applied to the drift cathode. The GEM 

geometry, the gaps size and the electric field in different regions of the GEM detector 

are all affecting the gain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Region Gap size (mm) 𝞓V (V) E (kV/cm) 

Drift 3 770 2.6 

GEM 1 0.06 380 64.0 

Transfer 1 1 300 3.0 

GEM 2 0.06 370 62.0 

Transfer 2 2 600 3.0 

GEM 3 0.06 350 60.0 

Induction 1 430 4.3 

Table 1: nominal values of different parameters for triple GEM (GE1/1) at 

3200 V drift voltage. [9].  
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4. Simulation Tools  
 

The Garfield++ [24] simulation software which provides interface to Magboltz 

[25] has been used in this work. Magboltz calculates the gas transport properties by 

solving the Boltzman transport equations for electrons in gas mixtures in the presence 

of electric and magnetic fields. In addition, Garfield++ has an interface to ANSYS 

program [26] which is used to build the unit cell of single and triple GEM, apply 

voltages to electrodes, solve for the electrostatic field using finite element method and 

produce four solution files (MPLIST.lis, PRNSOL.lis, ELIST.lis, NLIST.lis) that are 

imported to Garfield++. 

The present work is passing through several of steps. First, the transport 

properties of gas mixtures Ar/CO2/ C5H12, Ar/CO2/N2 and  Ar/ C5H12/ N2 are 

investigated in the electric field range (100 – 100000) V/cm since the electric field is 

varying between few thousands V/cm in drift, transfer and induction regions to about 

(60 -70) kV/cm in the holes (see table 1 above). Properties of different proportions for 

each gas mixture are studied. The study has not exceeded 10% of the total gas volume 

for C5H12 because it is flammable while N2 is environmentally safe so it can be used in 

higher proportions. So, C5H12  proportion was either 5% or 10% in the C5H12 included 

mixtures. For Ar/ CO2/ C5H12  mixture, CO2 took proportions between (5- 50)% in steps 

of 5% while its proportions were between (10 -50) % in steps of 10% in Ar/CO2/N2 

mixture. The N2 proportions were also on the same range and steps in the lateral 

mixture whereas it took proportions of (20-50)% in steps of 10% in Ar/ C5H12 /N2 

mixture. In all mixtures,  Ar proportion is given by (100 – (sum of proportions of the 

other two gasses in the mixture) ). The total mixtures of study are 53 mixtures.  

Then, to find the optimal proportion from each gas mixture, an algorithm is proposed 

which is summarized in the following steps:  

1- Search for the mixture who has the maximum drift velocity. 

2- Look at the diffusion coefficients of this mixture and compare it to Ar/CO2 

(70/30). The diffusion coefficients must be lower than those of Ar/CO2 in the 

range of electric field of the drift, transfer and induction regions of the triple 

GEM which is typically between (2- 4) kV/cm .  

3- If the mixture has high diffusion coefficients then go back to step 1 and look 

for the mixture which has the second maximum drift velocity and again 

compare the diffusion coefficients. 

4- Finally look at the attachment coefficient, which must be also lower than that 

of Ar/CO2. If not, go to step one again and repeat the steps.  

The next step is building the single and triple GEM models by ANSYS and import 

the solution files produced to Garfield++. Finally, the overall electron avalanche is 

simulated for the optimal mixtures. The gain of single GEM as a function of drift field, 

GEM voltage and induction field is calculated. The gain of a triple GEM as varying the 

drift voltage is also calculated. All results are compared to Ar/CO2 (70/30) mixture.  
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5. Results and discussion:  
 

5.1 Transport properties 

 

By following the above steps and comparing the transport properties of 

different proportions from each mixture with Ar/CO2 (70/30), it is found that the 

optimal properties can be achieved by keeping Ar ratio as 70% and reducing CO2 ratio 

to 20% while the third gas is 10% of the total volume. Ar/ C5H12 /N2 mixture with 

proportions 70/ 10/ 20 has the optimal properties among the other proportions of the 

mixture. Therefore, the properties of optimal proportions from each mixture only are 

shown here.  

Fig. 1(a) shows the drift velocity of the mixtures with optimal proportions found 

in the range [100– 100000] V/cm. By comparing the drift velocity of the mixtures to 

that of Ar/CO2 (70/30), it can be seen that adding N2 to Ar/CO2 increases the drift 

velocity for most of the range of electric field while adding C5H12 increases the drift 

velocity at low electric field only. Ar/C5H12/N2 mixture has a better influence on 

increasing the drift velocity at low electric field. In Fig. 1 (b), the drift velocity is 

plotted again in the range [100- 10000] V/cm to have a better look at this property in 

the low range of electric filed.  

The longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients are shown in Figs. 2 and 

3 respectively. Adding C5H12 to Ar/CO2 is lowering both diffusion coefficients in the 

operational electric field range of drift, transfer and induction regions while both 

Ar/CO2/N2 and Ar/C5H12 /N2 mixtures are lowering the diffusion coefficients after (2-

3) kV/cm of electric field.  

As can be seen in Fig. 4, Both Ar/CO2/N2 and Ar/CO2/C5H12 mixtures are 

lowering the attachment coefficient. However, Ar/C5H12/N2 mixture is showing very 

low attachment coefficient- almost zero- in the whole range of electric field, which is 

a good result to avoid electron loss in the detector.  

Townsend coefficient is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that C5H12 included 

mixtures have high Townsend coefficient. Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest Townsend 

coefficient followed by Ar/C5H12/N2 while Ar/CO2/N2 has the lowest Townsend 

coefficient.  
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.  Drift velocity of different gas mixtures as varying the electric field 1 Fig.

V/cm 4 10-210(b) V/cm and  510-210(a) in the range:  

Fig. 2. Longitudinal diffusion coefficient of different gas mixtures as varying 

the electric field. 
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Fig 3. Transverse diffusion coefficient of different gas mixtures as varying 

the electric field. 

Fig. 4: Attachment coefficient of different gas mixtures as varying the 

electric field. 
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5.2 Gain of single GEM 

Gain is one of the main parameters that characterize the detection performance 

and depends on the gas mixture, geometry and the field configuration. The gain is 

defined as the number of electrons produced in the avalanche per one primary electron 

(equation 1). Only a fraction of these avalanched electrons can reach the readout plane 

or the anode and produce a signal. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the 

total number of electrons produced and the electrons that reach the anode as simulated 

by Garfield ++ for Ar/CO2/C5H12 mixture when the potential difference a cross GEM 

is 440 V. As can be seen, only 46% of produced electrons can reach the anode. This is 

called the effective gain (Geff). Geff is calculated here for single GEM as varying the 

electric field in the drift, induction regions and in the holes. All simulations were 

performed considering a temperature of 293 K and pressure of 760 Torr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. Distribution of total gain (left) and effective gain (right) for 6Fig. 

= 440 V.GEMVΔmixture at  12H5/C2Ar/CO 

Fig. 5: Townsend coefficient of different gas mixtures as varying the 

electric field. 
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The effective gain of single GEM structure as varying the drift field (Edrift) is 

shown in Fig. 7. The voltage across GEM (ΔVGEM) is 350 V and the field in the 

induction region is 4000 V/cm. As expected from Townsend coefficient results, 

Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest gain. As increasing the electric field in the drift region, 

the gain is decreasing for all mixtures. This can be explained by knowing that at high 

electric fields, some of the electric field lines terminate on the GEM upper electrode 

instead of the holes. Hence, those electrons are lost and will not be multiplied [27]. At 

Drift field of 1500 V/cm and induction field of 4000 V/cm, increasing (ΔVGEM) results 

in  increasing the gain as shown in Fig. 8. This result is expected since more 

multiplication of electrons occurs at higher electric field in the holes. A gain 

Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest gain. 

  Finally, Fig. 9 shows that the gain is increasing as the induction field (Einduction) 

is increasing for all mixtures. This is because more electrons can be extracted from the 

holes as the induction filed increases and consequently electrons have more probability 

to reach the anode [28]. Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest gain with a large increase in gain 

values as increasing the induction field compared to the other mixtures. 

In all of the field configurations, Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest gain followed by Ar/ 

C5H12/ N2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. The effective gain as varying 

drift filed of different gas mixtures at 

induction filed of 4 kV/cm and 

voltage across GEM is 350 V. 

Fig. 8 The effective gain as varying the 

voltage across GEM of different gas 

mixtures at induction field of 4 kV/cm 

and drift filed of 1.5 kV. 
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5.3 Gain of triple GEM 

Following the GE1/1 voltage configuration of CMS, the effective gain of triple 

GEM detector is also simulated at different values of voltages applied to drift cathode 

(Vdrift) for the mixtures of study. The results are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen that 

Ar/CO2/C5H12 has the highest gain and it is about 19 times higher than that of Ar/CO2 

at the highest value of drift voltage (3100 V). Ar/C5H12/N2 is the second highest 

mixture in gain with gain of 9 times higher than Ar/CO2 mixture.  

 

6. Conclusion: 
 

Currently Ar/CO2 (70/30) and Ar/CO2/CF4 (45/15/40) mixtures have the 

optimal detector performance for GEM at CMS. However, As a replacement for CF4, 

we have studied the transport properties of three different mixtures (Ar/CO2/C5H12, 
Ar/CO2/N2 and Ar/C5H12/N2) with different proportions. The results show that the 

optimal properties can be achieved by keeping the Ar ratio as 70 and reduce the CO2 

ratio while adding a third gas. Adding 10% of C5H12 to Ar/CO2 has an advantage of 

increasing the Townsend coefficient and lowering the attachment coefficient while 

adding 10 % of N2 is increasing the drift velocity in the most of the range of electric 

field of study and lowering the attachment coefficient too.  Both mixtures have lower 

diffusion coefficients compared to Ar/CO2 (70/30) in the range (2000- 4000) V/cm of 

electric field which is a good advantage to have high spatial resolution. Mixing C5H12  

Fig. 9. The effective gain as varying 

the induction field of different gas 

mixtures at drift field of 1.5 kV/cm and 

voltage across GEM is 350 V. 

Fig. 10. The effective gain as varying the 

drift voltage of different gas mixtures. 
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and N2 with Ar is reducing the attachment coefficient dramatically to zero, increasing 

the drift velocity at low electric field and is giving high Townsend coefficient at the 

same time.  

In all of the field configurations of study of single GEM, the gain of 

Ar/CO2/C5H12 mixture is about (2.5-4.0) times higher than that of Ar/CO2 while 

Ar/C5H12/N2 is (2-3) times higher than Ar/CO2. By applying the GE1/1 voltage 

configuration of CMS for triple GEM, the gain value, at the highest value of drift 

voltage, of Ar/CO2/C5H12 and Ar/C5H12/N2 mixtures is higher by factors of 19 and 9 

times respectively than the gain of Ar/CO2 mixture. These two mixtures (Ar/CO2/C5H12 

and Ar/C5H12/N2) promising candidates to be used as replacement to CF4 included 

mixture. This result could allow for operating the GEM detector at lower voltage values 

than that used in Ar/CO2.  
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